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Abstracts: In search of a solution to improve the reliability and quality of robotic systems, a variety of
techniques has been developed. This study presents the empirical review of performance analysis of wheeled
mobile robots using Failure Mode and Effect Analysis (FMEA) technique. FMEA is a qualitative method
capable of analyzing the potential unreliability, risks and hazards during the designing and testing the system
by recognition of failures with respect to critical situations. This paper addresses the design improvement and
experimental validation of three prototype two-wheeled mobile robots namely preliminary, intermediate and final
robots. The improvement process starts by defining three improvement measures consisting of the benchmark
test radial error, the jumping height and the camera data transmission range. Each measure has its own agreed
value indicating the acceptable limit. The benchmark test establishes the workability of and accuracy that is
achieved with the University of Michigan Benchmark (UMBmark) odometry method. The preliminary robot is
manufactured using the results obtained from robot equations and simulation studies. The robot is then tested,
the results  are  compared  with  the  agreed  values  for  each  test  and  the  corrective  actions  are  derived.
The corrective actions are applied to the preliminary robot to reduce the potential risks which results in the
fabrication of intermediate robot. To further ensure that the robot reaches the desired requirements, the similar
process is used to achieve the final robot by using the corrective actions resulted of testing the intermediate
robot. The second experiment compares the performance of mobile robots for the circular and triangular paths.
The experiments illustrate that the measures possess the satisfactory improvements for final robot as compared
to the preliminary one; specifically, the benchmark radial error is improved up to 45%.
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INTRODUCTION This paper discusses on implementing the FMEA in

Recently, extensive applications of wheeled mobile differential drive mobile robots. Two-wheeled mobile
robots (WMRs) have increased the significance of robots robot is a mobile robot whose movement is based on two
reliability and quality especially for the robots employed separately driven wheels placed on either side of the
in hazardous environments. To reduce the probable robot body. Using differential drive mechanism, the robot
imperfections as well as decrease the risks threatening the is capable of changing its direction by varying the relative
system, some commonly approaches are used during the angular velocity of wheels and hence does not require an
designing and testing processes such as Failure Mode additional steering motion. During the robot motion
and Effect Analysis (FMEA) [1], Fault Tree Analysis depending on the robot body angular rotation, the centre
(FTA) [2] and Failure Mode, Effects and Critically of rotation may fall anywhere in the line joining the wheels
Analysis (FMECA) [3]. Amongst them, FMEA is the most together (wheelbase) which usually creates some
established analysis method which is employed to positioning errors. By using proper calibration, the
identify possible failure modes of the system components, accuracy of robot during motion can be increased.
evaluate their influences on system behaviour and Calibration is defined as a set of operations that
propose proper  measures  to  suppress  these  effects. establishes, under specified conditions, the relationship
The generic nature of FMEA has enabled its wide use in between the values of quantities indicated by a measuring
various branches of industry reaching from business instrument and the corresponding values realized by
management to the design of robotic systems [4]. standards   [5].   There are   several   methods   used  for

design of two-wheeled mobile robots as a special type of
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calibration of mobile robots. They include odometry [6],
3D camera error detecting [7], active beacons [8],
gyroscope [9] and magnetic compasses [10]. Effective
application of calibration methods in motion improvement
of mobile robots has been a goal in robotics systems for
many years and can be considered as one of important
parameters during the design  improvement  procedure
[11-14]. Rahok and Koichi [15] discussed on how to
correct odometry with localization based on DC magnetic
field occurred in the environment for a navigation system
of indoor mobile robot. Borenstein and Feng [16]
introduced the University of Michigan Banchmark
(UMBmark) method for measuring odometry errors in
mobile robots and by expressing these errors
quantitatively. In this paper, we employed the UMBmark
method, as an odometry-based benchmark test, to initially
calibrate the prototyped two-wheeled mobile robots. Also, Fig. 1: Proposed multi-stage algorithm to design the
the radial positioning error of benchmark test is mobile robot.
considered as one of the improvement measures.

Moreover, this paper aims at design improvement of risk assessment, quality control and experimental
WMRs by using the FMEA method to improve the evaluation. As shown in Fig. 1, each stage can have its
workability of robot. The efficiency is determined by own structure, data representation and reasoning strategy
measuring three improvement measures defined by either (to be described in the following sections). A piece of
the customers or designers. These measures include information   is    shared    among    these    subsystems.
jumping height and camera data transmission range which To maintain the consistency of the whole system, an
were designated by customer and the benchmark radial interface layer is normally proposed to facilitate the
error defined by the design team. Considering the communication among the subsystems and to set some
significance and effectiveness of experimental validation, protocols that enable the interaction to take place among
this study also presents test results of three prototype the subsystems.
two-wheeled mobile robots.

The rest of the paper is  organized  as  follows. Design Purposes: The design goal is to manufacture a
Section  2  addresses  the  design  procedure of two-wheeled mobile robot satisfying the following
fabricating and improvement process of prototyped requirements:
robots. The characteristics and design description of
mobile robots are also presented in Section 2, followed by Transmitting the data (photo, sound and movie) to
description of FMEA method and experimental studies. the Central Control Unit (CCU) using the wireless
Section 3 presents the special attention of this study transmission techniques,
which is the application of experimental tests in design Detection of obstacles located in the environment
improvement of wheeled mobile robots. Furthermore, in and passing the obstacles using the jumping
Section 3, the data are collated for all three preliminary, mechanism,
intermediate and final robots in order to show how much Calculation of the global coordinate of the robot by
they are helpful to modify the required changes. Section transmitting the pulses counted by optical encoders
4 discusses about the conclusions made on results. to CCU and implementing the forward kinematic

Design Procedure Optimizing the performance measures including:
Technical Terms: The design of mobile robots are weight and dimension of robot, camera data
directly  affected   by  design  purposes  (defined by transmission range, jumping height and benchmark
customer or design team) and surrounding constraints. test acceptable radial error.
The goals and constraints help us organize the design
and fabrication procedures by breaking the overall Modeling and Simulation: To design the two-wheeled
process into some stages such as technical terms, design robot, the kinematics and dynamics formulations of mobile
purposes, modeling and simulation of robot, prototyping, robot  are derived followed by the robot elements design.

formulation,
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Then, the initial model of robot is analysed using the
Adams software in order to obtain the more accurate
values for torque of motor and robot characteristics than
the theoretical ones. The general diagram of  a  planar
two-wheeled mobile robot is shown in Fig. 2. Each wheel
is assumed to rotate independently and without slippage.
The independent non-holonomic constraints due to
instant  no-slip  wheel  conditions   are   written as
follows [17]:

(1) Fig. 2: Coordinate system of two-wheeled mobile robot.

 = (r  – r )/l (2)R R L L

(3)

Where l indicates the wheelbase, (x, y) and ( ) are the
position and velocity of the frame with respect to the
reference coordinate {X Y }.  denotes the orientation ofR R

the robot with respect to the home position of robot at the
start of motion and r  and r  are the radii of right and leftR L

wheels. ( , ) and ( ) represent the angular Fig. 3: Simulated model of robot.R L

displacement and velocity of right and left wheels.
Using the Lagrangian method, the dynamic

formulations of robot are expressed as [10]:

(4)

(5)

In Eqs. (4) and (5), M and m are the masses of the
robot and wheel, respectively.  and  represent theR L

input torques of right and left motors,   and  denote
the angular accelerations of right and left actuators.
and  are the center of mass linear acceleration with
respect to X  and Y  axes.R R

Based on the analytical formulations, some technical
parameters such as required torques, dimension and
weight are estimated. Then, a model of two-wheeled robot
is generated using Adams software. The robot is
programmed to move in some given trajectories and the
results are compared with the theoretical values. As
illustrated in Fig. 3, in  model  generation  phase,  the
small-detailed components such as electrical wires are
ignored. Fig. 4: Typical trajectory and corresponding torques.

Figure 4-a illustrates a typical trajectory of robot
which the model is programmed to move at the constant from the fact that in theoretical modeling, some effective
speed of 0.25 m/s along a straight line. It can be seen that parameters such as misalignment in joints and friction
there exist some differences between the desired and effect are ignored. Figure 4-b depicts the torques of left
actual paths for  this  robot.  These  errors  are  originated and  right motors along the same trajectory. As shown,
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Fig. 5: Prototyped two-wheeled robots

Table 1: Specifications of two-wheeled mobile robots, R1, R2 and R3.
Specification R1 R2 R3
Dimension (L×W×H) (cm)  10×10×24.5 9×9×19  10×10×22.5
Weight (kg) 1.020 0.690 0.885
Stall torques of drive motors (Nmm) 200 200 200
Maximum linear speed (cm/min) 1150 1300 1150
Wheel radius (cm) 5.0 4.5 5.0
Wheelbase (cm) 11.5 8.5 10.5
Encoder resolution (pulse/rev) 180 180 180
Jumping height (cm) 29.3 27.9 31.2

the robot needs extra torque to move in the defined path Risk Analysis: Using FMEA method and applying the
in comparison with theoretical values. Specifically, the results on prototype robot, two other models of two-
torque of left motor possesses the maximum value of 140.6 wheeled robots were manufactured (Fig. 5). These robots
Nmm while the minimum torque  is  about  134.6  Nmm. are named preliminary (R1), intermediate (R2) and final
The  error  values  of actuators torque are calculated using (R3) robots, where R2 and R3 are the modified models of

 Indeed,  is the difference between the R1 and R2 after improving the design process,
mean value of actual torque, , obtained from the respectively. The modified models are elicited by applying
software output and the mean value of desired torque the corrective actions concluded form risk assessment
( ) obtained from analytical solution. Figure 4-b also analysis.  Table  1  shows  the  specifications of R1, R2
shows the mean values of actual and desired torques for and R3.
given path. Implementing this approach in simulating the Since, inappropriate design or fabrication process
robot helps us have the more accurate estimation for may cause some risks during the operation of robot, the
position, velocity, torque and force as opposed to FMEA method is employed to reduce the intensity of
analytical solution. Using data shown in Fig. 4-b, two risks. FMEA helps the robot reach to the desired
motor with torque of 200 Nmm, which is obtained by the properties by using the quantitative measure called Risk
factor of safety equal to 1.36, were chosen for the Priority Number (RPN). The calculation of RPN requires
preliminary robot. The factor of safety is determined by the design team to use past experience and engineering
the designers according to motor specifications and the judgment to rate each potential problem. It is done by
level of risk in the system. implementing three rating factors including i) Severity (S),

Elements Design and Prototyping: The structure of failure, ii) Occurrence (O), which rates the likelihood that
preliminary mobile robot is shown in Fig. 5-a. The the failure will probably occur and iii) Detection (D),
construction of the robot consists of two driving wheels, which rates the likelihood that the problem will be
two spur gear boxes, a system for visually data recording, probably  detected   before   it  reaches  the
two ultrasound sensors for obstacle detection, electrical customer. The rating factors usually range from 0.1 to 1,
system and the jumping mechanism. The jumping which the higher number representing the higher
mechanism includes two small DC motors for locking the seriousness or risk. For example, Occurrence=1 indicates
wheels, a DC motor, collection of mechanical springs, a that the failure is very likely to occur and is worse than
spur gear box and corresponding pulley system [18]. Occurrence=0.1,  which  shows  that   the  failure is very

which rates the severity of the potential effect of the
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Fig. 6: Risk assessment procedure

Fig. 7. Functional blocks for jumping mechanism and driving motors.

unlikely to occur. The specific rating descriptions and threats and opportunities. The main part of this flowchart
criteria are defined by the design team to fit the design is the evaluation of residual risk in the system after
purposes robot described in Section 2.2. For each applying the risk assessment procedure which results in
probable risk, the RPN is calculated using RPN=S×O×D. amending the robot design. Since, the risks must be
The RPN is used to rank the risk priority in robot design located in a safe region in terms of quality, safety and
and has the value between 0.001 and 1. security properties, the procedure is repeated until the

Figure 6 flowcharts the risk assessment procedure risks are reduced and approached to reasonable risk
considered for improvement of the robot design. As number values. As shown in Fig. 6, the first step to
shown, the risk assessment starts by considering the implement the FMEA in design procedure is to identify
goals defined during the conceptual design stage by the components, subsystems and corresponding
customer or design team, followed by risk identification, functions. The required relations between components
estimation and analysis stages. Afterward, the risks are and subsystems are presented in functional blocks and
evaluated and the decision is made using the recognized diagrams as partially shown in Fig. 7.
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Fig. 8: RPN values for prototype two-wheeled robot (R1).

Table 2: Critical items, corrective actions considered for two-wheeled robots
PRN (AF) PRN Design*

Critical Item Failure Mode PRN (BF) Corrective Action Reduction Stage*

Camera transmission range - Short range coverage in 0.624 - Amplifying the 0.288 53.8% R1 R2
data transmission. transmission board.

Camera security reliability - Low security in data 0.520 - Equipping the transmission
transmission system. system with a program for coding 0.186 64.23% R2 R3

and decoding data.
Jumping mechanism - Unsatisfactory jumping height. 0.492 - Change in the spring architecture. 0.220 55.4% R1 R2

0.400 - Changing the spring material to 0.208 48.0% R2 R3
annealed stainless steel.

Main body - Insufficient strength of body 0.630 - Change in main body material
during jumping. from plastic to St37. 0.300 51.6% R2 R3

Jumping gearbox - Poor gearbox fitness. 0.588 - Adding the gearbox holder. 0.232 60.5% R1 R2
* BF: Before applying the corrective actions, AF: After applying the corrective actions.

To start the risk assessment using the FMEA, for in order  to  reduce  risks and hazards for the system.
each component, all potential failure modes are firstly Some  corrective  actions  are   proposed   for  these
analyzed  and  severity,  occurrence  and  detection critical  items.  The  failure  modes,  the corresponding
factors are obtained from standard criteria. The risk RPN   before    and   after  improvement,  corrective
priority number (RPN) for components is shown in Fig. 8. actions and  RPN  improvement  are  listed  in Table 2.
The values belong to prototype wheeled mobile robot The PRN values are calculated using the severity,
(R1). The third axis (s , s , s  and s ) demonstrates the occurrence and detection factors determined for each1 2 3 4

number of elements investigated in identification and element. For example, As shown in Fig. 8 and Table 2, the
estimation stages. For example, the transmission system main body possesses the PRN equal to 0.630 which is the
possesses  4  elements  including  pulley,  screw, bush multiplication of severity=0.9, occurrence=0.7 and
and screw. detection =1. As shown, six corrective actions were

The failure modes, whose risk number is high totally applied on R1 and R2 robots including three
(RPN 0.4), are known as critical failure modes and the actions for jumping mechanism, two for data transmitting
corresponding  components  make  the system risky. system and one corrective action to improve the robot
Thus,   the    critical  components  need  to  be  modified main body.
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Fig. 9: Position-based control flowchart

Test and Calibration calculated. Figure 9 depicts the top view of test plate
Measurement   System     and    Camera   Positioning: considered for experiments as well as the control
The mobile robot should accomplish  the  given algorithm  of position determination of mobile robot
commands accurately and smoothly in terms of during the test.
positioning. There exist different possibilities for pose
measurement with mobile robots, e.g. touching reference Calculation of Performance Measures: The radial
parts [20], using supersonic distance sensors [21], laser position error in UMBmark test was considered by the
interferometry [22], theodolites [23] and callipers or laser design team as one of the performance measures to
triangulation [24]. Furthermore, there exist camera systems evaluate the positioning accuracy of robot. The method
attachable to the robot’s cell or at the test plate and was implemented  according  to the regulations defined
acquire the pose of a reference object [11]. by  Borenstein  [16].  This  method  allows the

In this study, the camera-based technique is used to experimenter to draw conclusions about the overall
obtain the coordinates of robot in two-dimensional space odometric accuracy  of  the  robot.  The  UMBmark
(Fig. 9). To transform the cameras coordinates to reference method compensates two different errors including the
frame {X Y }, the scaling technique is employed which errors created by the unequal  wheel  diameter (D , D )R R

maps the position recorded in the photo to the world and  errors  caused  by uncertainty about the wheelbase
position of the robot center of mass. With images taken of robot (l) which is the distance between the contact
by these two fixed cameras, the position of robot is points of the two driving wheels. Here,  the  unequal
calculated and its coordinates in horizontal plane are wheel diameter and the uncertainty about the wheelbase
obtained. As depicted in Fig. 9, two stationary cameras are considered as the dominant sources of positioning
are looking at the robot. One of these cameras is fixed and errors (Fig. 10). First, the robot starts out at a position
zooms along Y  axis (camera 1) and the second one is which is labelled START and move on a 4×4 m squareG

located along X -axis direction (camera 2). Using this path in CW and CCW directions. In this test, the robot isG

approach, the position of robot is determined in image programmed to travel the four  legs  of  the  square  path
plane and then transferred to global coordinate by using (n times) but due to errors, it does not precisely return to
derived transformation matrices. Indeed, the cameras take the starting position. Upon completion of the square path
the sequences of photos from the robot and the encoders in each direction, the experimenter again  measures  the
count pulses of motors and finally, the taken photos are absolute  position of the robot. Then, these absolute
scaled and the robot, as a target, is recognized among the measurements are compared to the posture of the robot as
other objects. Then, with reference to desired path and computed from odometry data. The coordinates of the
considering the value of pulses read from incremental centers of wheelbase in CW or CCW directions are
encoders, the values of position errors, in X Y  plane is computed as follow [16]:R R

L R
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Fig. 10: Error observed along  x  and  y  axes in
UMBmark test.

(6)

(7)

Where e  and e  represent the coordinates of robotx,i y,i

stop point (Fig. 10).
The observed errors are categorized into two

dominant parts. The first one is caused mostly by
difference in wheelbase values and cause too much or
little  turning   at   the    corners     of     the   square   path.

The amount of rotational error in each nominal 90 turn is
denoted by  (rad). The second part is occurred mostly
by the ratio between wheel diameters and they cause a
slight curved path instead of a straight one during four
straight legs of the square path. Because of the curved
motion, the robot will gain an incremental orientation error

, at the end of each straight leg. It is noted that  and 
can be found from simple geometric relations listed
below [16]:

(8)

(9)

Where S is straight leg length of the square path and
considered 4 m in this study. CW and CCW superscripts
denote the direction of robot movement.

To compare the robot errors during the benchmark
test and better presentation of robots position in each
trial, the radial error of robot center ( ) is defined byr

, where e  and e  are defined in Eqs.x y

(6) and (7).
To measure the jumping height for each robot, the

robot is programmed to pass some obstacles with
different heights. The height of obstacle was increased
from  10  mm  to  the maximum height which robot is able
to pass of it. This maximum value is called as robot
jumping height.

The camera transmission range was measured by
checking the quality of signal transmitted between the
robot and the central control unit. Once the signal
violated, the range was recorded as the maximum ability of
robot to transmit the camera signal in normal weather
condition.

The design of robot is based on the agreed values
which are defined by customer (jumping height and
camera transmission range) and design team (benchmark
test radial error). Table 3 shows the agreed values for all
three performance measures.

Experimental Results: To measure the ability of robot to
satisfy the agreed values, the performance measures were
measured for R1, R2 and R3 robots. Two sets of
experiments were conducted  on  three  prototyped
robots.  The  first set of tests compares the performance
of the robots in terms of defined performance measures.
The  second experiment  compares  the   performance  of
all mobile robots for an unseen path. The data, derived in
the  first  test, were compared to the agreed values for
each  test,   the   possible  corrective  actions   were  then
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Table 3: Agreed values for performance measures
Jumping Height (mm) Camera transmission range (m) Benchmark Radial Error (mm)
300 4500 9

Table 4: Benchmark corrective factors ( and )
Direction  (rad)  (rad)

R1 CW -0.41 -0.28
CCW 0.21 0.32

R2 CW -0.17 0.28
CCW 0.19 -0.18

R3 CW -0.19 0.31
CCW 0.40 -0.35

Fig. 11: Radial error of robots, before and after robots. As seen, for R3, all derived data were acceptable
calibration in both CW and CCW directions and  in  the  agreed range. In addition,  this  table  shows

recognized and the new model of robot  was  designed
and re-fabricated. In case, each of the measures was
violated, the design of robot did not satisfy the agreed
values criteria and new corrective actions were selected.
In second test, the robots moved along some unseen
trajectories to validate the improvement procedure. Note
that, in all tests, the robots were programmed to move in
horizontal plane.

Test 1: Results on performance measures: As mentioned
before, in this test, the robots were programmed to move
along the square path in both CW and CCW directions.
The coordinates of stop points, which are  the  radial
error, are plotted in Fig. 11. This figure shows a clear
pictorial understanding of systematic errors improvement.
The data shown in Fig. 11 confirm that the errors of robot
in motion were reduced after applying the related
coefficients. Moreover, test corrective.

Factors ( and ) presented in Table 4, are
implemented in the program of robot based on the
notations described in Eqs. (8) and (9). Table 5 shows the
amount of radial error and error improvement for all robots
after and before calibration. As shown in this table, the
position errors are improved at least 83%.

The height of obstacle was increased from 10 mm to
the maximum height which the robot could jump and pass
without any collision. As shown in Table 6, R3 could jump
about 312 mm. Reference to Table 3, the applied changes
in design of spring collection and its material were the
main reasons of changes in the height jumping. The
camera transmission range was obtained by visually
evaluating the quality and power of signal sent/received
between the robot and the CCU. Once the signal is
unclear, the global position of robot was recorded as the
camera transmission range.

Table 6 shows the computed measures for all three
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Table 5: UMBmark test results in after (AF) and before (BF) calibration
Radial Error Mean Value (mm) Error Improvement (%)

R1 CW BF 48.02 88.28
AF 5.63

CCW BF 45.58 83.35
AF 7.59

R2 CW BF 40.00 89.30
AF 4.28

CCW BF 37.89 89.21
AF 4.09

R3 CW BF 39.36 87.53
AF 4.12

CCW BF 37.44 90.36
AF 3.61

Table 6: Experimental values of improvement measures for three prototype robots
Jumping height (mm) Camera transmission range (m) Benchmark radial error (mm)

Agreed values 300 4500 9
Actual values R1 293 1500 7.59

R2 279 5200 4.28
R3 312 5200 4.12

Table 7: RMS values of position error in trajectory tests for all three robots
RMS (mm) Circular path RMS (mm) Triangular path

R1 29.14 52.73
R2 24.92 41.08
R3 14.04 23.22

Fig. 12: Typical trajectory along circular path for the The RMS values of position error for all three robots are
preliminary robot (R1). shown in Table 7. 

the improvement in final design as compared to the
preliminary robot in terms of jumping height, camera
transmission range and benchmark test radial error.
Specifically, the jumping height and benchmark radial
error were improved up to 6.4% and 45.7%, for R3 as
compared to R1. As shown, the benchmark radial error
was satisfied in all three robots and there was no need to
apply any change in design process due to this criterion
and all corrective actions were done just for jumping
height and camera transmission range criteria.

Test 2: Unseen Trajectories: In second test, the robots
were programmed to move along two triangular and
circular paths. In each test, the actual and desired
positions of robot were calculated based on the pulses
read from encoders and the photos taken by the cameras
(Section 2.6.1).

Circular Path: The circle was in horizontal plane i.e.
there was no component in z direction. During the robot
movement along the path, 40 images were taken from
robot using two cameras (Fig. 9). First, the coordinates of
robot in image plan were recorded. Then, using mapping
system, the image coordinates of points were transformed
to the reference frame. Typical desired and actual
trajectories, for preliminary robot, are shown in Fig. 12.
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Fig. 13: Typical trajectory along triangular path for travel along triangular and circular paths to investigate
preliminary robot (R1) the workability of applied reliability enhancement

Triangular Path: In next experiment, the robot approach was also useful to reduce the positioning error
trajectories along triangular path were obtained. The of robot in some unseen paths.
vertex coordinate of the triangular was defined in robot
program. Then, while the robots moved along triangular ACKNOWLEDGEMENT
path, 36 images were taken by two cameras attached on
the platform and the position of robots were determined The authors would like to thank the Islamic Azad
by analysing the photos. Figure 13 depicts a typical result University, Saveh branch to partially support this
of this test performed for preliminary robot. Table 7 research.
illustrates the RMS values of position error for
manufactured robots. REFERENCES
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